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Abstract. In this paper we present solutions to most important defi-
ciencies of the current version of OpenGL library which are connected to
the lack of proper debugging facilities, state management inefficiency and
bind-to-change object management scheme. Our solutions differ from the
ones that have surfaced earlier in that, they are relatively lightweight,
low-level and portable.
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1 Introduction

The most notable problems associated with low-level, procedural graphics li-
braries such as OpenGL [1] can be associated with the lack of:

– direct support for verbose debugging;
– efficient mechanism for saving and restoring graphics pipeline state;
– efficient object management scheme.

First category comes from the fact that the OpenGL library was initially [2]
designed as a high-performance, low-level interface to the underlying graphics
hardware. At that time the hardware acceleration was mostly restricted to ef-
ficient rasterization of basic geometrical primitives. The operations performed
by a typical application were rather simple, with no complicated dependencies
between results of their invocation. But as the hardware evolved, so did the state
machine abstractly represented by the library. The dependency chains became
very hard to resolve based on a simple last-error-query mechanism provided by
the original library implementation. In this paper we describe our solution to this
issue that is lightweight and portable, but at the same time sufficiently verbose.

Relative simplicity of the initial OpenGL revision led its authors to designing
suitably simple mechanism of context state management. As a result the state is
managed by fine-grained state-changing commands and saved and restored using
stack mechanism which incorporates operations on multiple state variables into
a single function call. This mechanism worked perfectly until the number of state
variables introduced by subsequent revisions of the library had grown so much,
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442 J.K. Lipowski

that saving and restoring variables belonging to different groups proved to be
a very expensive operation. In some cases it can be even more expensive, then
simply querying the values of some state variables and restoring them manually.
We will describe our solution to this problem in one of the following chapters.

As the first version of OpenGL focused mainly on procedural tasks of the
graphics hardware, it did not concerned itself with the data storage and man-
agement problems. With the evolution of underlying architectures it became
apparent that there is a need for hardware-side storage of at least geometrical
and image data. This in turn led to the introduction of object-oriented concepts
into clearly procedural library. First sign of this change were so called display-
lists and other objects followed shortly [3]-[9]. It is common for all OpenGL data
objects to be represented by handles in a form of integer values, but the methods
of creation and usage of such handles can differ greatly among different object
types. This somehow reassembles the attempts at development of management
scheme that would be efficient and at the same time compatible with existing
OpenGL specification. The most widely adopted scheme is the one represented
by texture objects [2]-[3]. Despite its obvious inefficiency coming from the fact
that each operation on an object requires it to be bound to the current context,
it has became de-facto standard of OpenGL data object management. One of
the most notable exceptions are query [7] and shader [8] objects, which for most
operations ignore the object binding and require the user to supply a handle. We
will describe our attempt at adoption of a similar scheme for all data objects,
which allows us to bind objects only when they are actually used for rendering.

2 Debugging Context

OpenGL debugging capability is mostly restricted to simple get-last-error mech-
anism complemented by per data object queries used to obtain information spe-
cific to given object type. Such information may be presented as a string [8] or
an enumeration token [9]. As the state machine has grown in complexity, this
mechanism in most cases proves to be insufficient to localize true cause of an
error. Ideally we would like to be able to track all the library commands and
report the offending ones in a clear, human-readable form.

Existing attempts at solving this problem, such as GLIntercept [10] or gDE-
Bugger [11] take a form of external dynamic-linking libraries sitting between the
application and the actual OpenGL implementation. Such solutions force the
user to accept all the issues connected to the existence of additional invocation
layer and tie her to platforms supported by the tool in question.

To free ourselves of this issues, we designed a mechanism that is implemented
directly in the application code. Our solution can be divided into two main parts:

– generating C++ header file representing OpenGL interface as a series of
preprocessor macro-definitions and

– designing a class of objects storing OpenGL context related data.

Detailed descriptions of both these parts follow.
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Debugging, Object and State Management with OpenGL 1.x and 2.x 443

2.1 Interface Header File

The standard header file supplied with most OpenGL implementations can be
insufficient to perform some more complicated tasks. In our case we lacked the
ability to use the code generation properties of C++ preprocessor and additional
data that is present in the interface specification files [19] but is stripped from
the standard header. We process the interface specification files with a parser
prepared using the Spirit library [20] to obtain a set of macro definitions that
can be directly used by C++ preprocessor for code generation.

The results are stored in a single header file which contains macro definitions:

– mapping OpenGL types into C types;
– mapping .spec files meta-types into OpenGL types;
– resolving function return expressions for .spec files meta-types;
– declaring all functions at once;
– declaring one function at a time;
– defining all enumeration types at once and
– defining one enumeration type at a time.

Each macro definition for function declaration consists of:

– function name;
– function return type;
– display list capability flag;
– arguments list with meta-types and argument names.

These fields are then enclosed in expressions that can be passed as macro in-
vocation arguments. The one-at-time versions are prepared for cases, when we
want to bypass automatic code generation for a specific function or enumeration
type, by the means of manual macro redefinition.

2.2 Context Object

To best reflect the state of current OpenGL specification [17], we chose to encap-
sulate all interface related data in an object representing OpenGL context. This
data consists of a set of implementation dependent function pointers, which are
obtained with operating system dependent routines. Each function pointer can
then be invoked using member function of an interface object. There are two
types of interface objects per context object:

– standard interface and
– debugging interface.

The first one simply resolves a call to a function pointer with given arguments,
therefore imposing as small overhead as possible. The second is more heavyweight
and involves optional function call logging and error checking. Each call in the
debugging interface is processed as follows:

– we perform the actual library function call;
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444 J.K. Lipowski

– we construct human-readable string representation of a call according to
function name, call arguments and optionally its result;

– while in display list creation mode, we add it into string list representation;
– we check for library errors, if needed;
– we output the string representation of an error, if needed;
– while the function call logging is active, we output the string representation

of a call along with a display list string for display list execution commands.

The string representation is constructed with human readability in mind. There-
fore enumeration arguments are resolved into their string form and other types
are presented in an expected way (see Listing 1). This is realized through ap-
propriate specializations of type traits class templates.

Debugging interface additionally stores information about display list objects.
When a list creation command is called, the appropriate string representation
of a list is cleared and the interface is switched to a mode appending subsequent
command strings to a display list string. We omit commands that are not listable.
They can be identified according to special flag in the interface header file.

As clearly stated in the specification [17], we should refrain from error checking
while drawing in an immediate mode. This means in our case that the debugging
interface is put into no-error-checking state, whenever we begin immediate mode
and put back into error-checking state, when ending this mode.

To reduce debugging overhead, all the interface and mode switching is handled
using appropriate interface and function pointers.

3 State Management

When it comes to managing the OpenGL state, the library offers the user ability
to change and query the state in a very fine-grained fashion but at the same time
saving and restoring is handled in large, predefined blocks using stack mecha-
nism. Such a solution was acceptable in the early days of the library development.
But as the number of state variables increased over time, the problems coming
from the grain differences of both types of operations became more apparent.
Nowadays the stack mechanism is even considered suboptimal and cumbersome
to implement to such degree, that it is dropped from API specifications that can
break with backwards compatibility [12].

One of the solutions to the state management problem is to use higher level
library, that can handle the optimization through appropriate hierarchical rep-
resentation of the rendering problem. It is most common to use a scene-graph
approach, which is implemented by such libraries as OpenSceneGraph [13],
OpenGL Performer [14], Open Inventor [15] or NVIDIA Scene Graph [16]. But
in some cases use of such rather large libraries can prove to be prohibitive.

3.1 State Lists

Our solution in based on a concept that we like to call state lists. It assumes
that the largest, in the sense of number of commands involved, state changes
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Debugging, Object and State Management with OpenGL 1.x and 2.x 445

can be grouped into user defined blocks. This state changes can be for example
associated with drawing different visual effects in rendering pipeline. It is also
beneficial from the usage point of view for the lists to represent state changes
with respect to some default state. Fortunately such an assumption perfectly fits
the definition of OpenGL state machine, which initial state is clearly described by
the specification [17]. If the above is true, then we can simply restrict ourselves
to setting the state variables that differ from the default state and restoring
them to their default values after the rendering of given effect is done. In fact
the above default state does not need to reassemble the default state as found in
the specification [17]. Nevertheless it should be assumed by all effects rendering
routines upon their entrance and exit. We choose to represent all state changing
commands as objects that can set and restore values of given state variables.
Each such object should therefore be able to perform three basic tasks:

– retrieve values of state variables that are associated with given command;
– set values of state variables that are associated with given command and
– restore the variables to their values retrieved earlier.

To implement such a scheme we need at least two copies of each state variable
corresponding to the state to be set and restored later. The functionality of state
retrieval can be implemented with the use of appropriate state queries. The state
setting can be handled with appropriate state changing command using values
supplied at the object creation time. The same applies to state restoration with
the exception that we should use the values obtained during state retrieval.
The simplicity and elegance of presented scheme breaks down, when it comes
to implementation. As there is no clear and standard way of mapping the state
changing commands to their query or default state counterparts, we have to do
most of the work manually. Fortunately most of the commands can be associated
with appropriate get-query supplied with suitable enumeration token. For such
commands we can use preprocessor to do most of the work for us. We can also
handle the mapping of arguments of state changing and query commands using
argument lists described later in this paper.

State changing objects are grouped into blocks using state lists. State lists
implement similar functionality to this offered by state changing objects:

– set values of state variables that are associated with given list and
– restore the variables to their earlier retrieved values.

One notable difference is the lack of explicit state retrieval functionality. It comes
from the fact that this step is performed automatically during first invocation of
the list. Changing state is performed by invoking each command object in the
order that it was originally stored in the list. During first list invocation each
of the state changing commands is preceded with appropriate state query. State
restoration is handled by invoking the state changing commands in reversed order
and arguments coming from state retrieval. To further optimize the setting and
restoration routines, the commands associated with them are encapsulated into
display list objects. This approach works well, even when we consider the state
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446 J.K. Lipowski

queries present during first invocation of the list, as the state query commands
are not compiled into display lists according to the specification [17]. This brings
up the problem of state changing commands that can not be put into display
lists. Upon encountering such a command during state setting or restoration,
the current display list is ended and a new one is started, immediately after
such command or group of commands (see Listing 1). This ensures that the de-
pendencies between subsequent commands are met. The not listable commands
can be easily identified thanks to the header file that we described earlier. To
minimize the number of display lists created, one should therefore group all the
not listable commands (preferably at the start or end of a state list). Each state
list therefore comprises of possibly multiple display lists interleaved with not
listable state changing commands.

Considering list implementation details, we have two options to work with:

– implementation using dynamic list object or
– static implementation using template meta-programming [18].

The second is possible with most of the modern C++ compilers, as long as the
lists are short enough to fit in-lined recursive invocation limits. They can give
us small boost in performance during first list invocation.

Table 1. Average time in ns as measured with timer queries [25] for OpenGL stack
and our lists in case of different number of state commands and GL stack groups

Commands GL State Groups GL Stack State List

2 1 7636.80 1846.24

4 2 7612.90 1840.32

6 3 8206.18 2217.28

3.2 Command Binders

To ease the implementation of objects with complicated relationships between
arguments of state changing and query commands, we additionally designed new
invocation scheme. We call it command binders expressing its similarities to the
standard C++ library functional class templates. Each binder object represents
a single OpenGL command and additionally stores its arguments. To implement
such a scheme we could use one of the following approaches:

– one class data member per argument of given command or
– single class data member for all arguments.

As we planned to use automatic generation of such classes of objects based
on interface header file prepared earlier and we could not predict the maximal
number of arguments needed by commands introduced by future versions of
the library, we decided to use the second method of implementation. Therefore
all arguments associated with a given invocation are represented by a single list
object. This list is in turn implemented as a list of virtual nodes, each potentially
storing value of different type. During the actual command invocation this list
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is traversed and each of the arguments is resolved from appropriate virtual node
through pointer casting. If the command in question returns a result, it is stored
in the first element of the argument list, which is expected to be of an appropriate
reference type. Obviously if we want to use object pointers or references to
external data and avoid copy operation, than we should additionally design some
kind of reference counting mechanism. The easiest solution is to use automatic
pointers from the standard C++ library.

For convenient notation of argument list creation we can use properly over-
loaded comma operator, that matches expected behavior when it comes to as-
sociativity and precedence rules. But we should remember to supply it with
appropriate first operand (list or node object), so that the expression can be
resolved correctly.

As in the case of state lists we can choose to implement the argument lists
using dynamic or static lists based on template meta-programming [18].

4 Object Management

Most of the OpenGL data object types suffer from the negative aspects of bind-
to-change strategy adopted first in texture objects. This strategy requires an
object to be bound to the active context before being modified. Binding an object
without a clear intent to use it for actual drawing may have some performance
implications. For some object types it may be hard for an underlying driver to
decide beforehand whether object will be used for drawing or just requires a
state change. Taking the former decision may require moving the data object
between different regions of memory or other expensive operation. From the
user’s perspective it can be hard to resolve and track bindings for objects with
complicated binding strategies. The best example can be aforementioned texture
objects, which require the user to specify not only object handle but also texture
unit and target on that unit to which an object should be bound.

To deal with this problem we decided to use the command binder objects to
deffer some of the object state changing commands until the object is bound
for actual drawing. We decided that each object can be fully described by its
handle and optional target. For most of the types the target property, if present,
is immutable and object can be correctly bound only to the target specified
at creation time. But there are some exceptions from this rule, as for example
buffers [6] can be bound to multiple targets. For such objects the target can be
perceived as a context or binding point property. As for the different texture
binding units, they are clearly a context property, because a single object can
be bound to multiple units and there can only be one active unit at a time.

Therefore we represent each object as a handle, optional target and a container
of command binders. The container is filled by the user with commands that
should be executed on an event of next binding. The commands are executed
in an order that they were stored and for that purpose we can use single linked
list of binders. Executed commands are removed from the container and the
operation ends when there are no more commands to execute.
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448 J.K. Lipowski

For some commands the user may be required to specify the target for which
the command should take effect [17]. This target may be specific to an object,
binding operation or the command in question. The latter can be encountered
in the case of cube-map textures, where a command specifying two-dimensional
image for a cube face requires a target corresponding to that face. In such cases
we should store the target value just as any other command argument. We can
also choose to store the target specified at object creation time, which corre-
sponds to the object-specific case. When the target is mutable and depends on
binding operation, we should provide each stored command binder with a ref-
erence to variable holding the value of actual target. This in turn can be seen
as an argument for storing target value as an object property even for objects
like buffers. As for units, they do not occur in any object changing command
according to current specification [17] and therefore there is no need to store
them as a per object property.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we presented solutions to most important deficiencies of the current
version [17] of OpenGL library:

– the lack of proper debugging facilities;
– state management inefficiency and
– object management inefficiency.

Our solutions differ significantly from the ones that have surfaced earlier in that,
they are lightweight, low-level and portable. To solve the debugging problem we
have chosen direct, in-application debugging as opposed to external library [10]-
[11], which gives us undeniable benefits of fine-grain control and portability.

We have chosen similar goals, while designing the context state management.
It is relatively simple, API independent and, what is most important, does not
involve large data structures and complicated algorithms associated with the
use of a scene-graph approach [13]-[16]. We can also use it to complement the
functionality missing from embedded devices version of the library [12].

Finally the proposed object management scheme can be used to resolve most
of the bind-to-change issues. We have chosen to implement it with smallest
amount of data possible restricted to handle, binding target and command
binders storage. The interface used for objects management within our frame-
work is also minimal, restricted to binding-event signaling and binders container
traversal. This gives us the advantage of independence of the API changes.

We designed our solutions with future in mind, omitting API dependence
whenever possible. It will be interesting to see in what degree we managed to
fulfill our goals when new major revision of the OpenGL library [21]-[24] arrives,
which is said to be solving some of the issues presented in this paper. We are
looking forward to using this new version as a foundation of our solutions.
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Listing 1: Debugging Context Log for List with One Not Listable Command.

// First Invocation of List Setting with State Queries.

(Boolean) FALSE IsEnabled((EnableCap)DEPTH_TEST); (List) 1

GenLists((SizeI)1); (void) NewList((List)1, (ListMode)COMPILE);

(void) Enable((EnableCap)DEPTH_TEST); (void)

GetIntegerv((GetPName)ARRAY_BUFFER_BINDING, (Int32 *)06A70340);

(void) BindBufferARB((BufferTargetARB)ARRAY_BUFFER, (UInt32)0);

(Boolean) FALSE IsEnabled((EnableCap)VERTEX_ARRAY); (void)

EndList((void)); (void) EnableClientState((EnableCap)VERTEX_ARRAY);

(void) GetIntegerv((GetPName)ELEMENT_ARRAY_BUFFER_BINDING, (Int32

*)0... (List) 2 GenLists((SizeI)1); (void) NewList((List)2,

(ListMode)COMPILE); (void)

BindBufferARB((BufferTargetARB)ELEMENT_ARRAY_BUFFER, (UInt32)0);

(void) EndList((void));

// First Invocation of List Restoration.

(List) 3 GenLists((SizeI)1); (void) NewList((List)3,

(ListMode)COMPILE); (void)

BindBufferARB((BufferTargetARB)ELEMENT_ARRAY_BUFFER, (UInt32)3);

(void) EndList((void)); (void)

DisableClientState((EnableCap)VERTEX_ARRAY); (List) 4

GenLists((SizeI)1); (void) NewList((List)4, (ListMode)COMPILE);

(void) BindBufferARB((BufferTargetARB)ARRAY_BUFFER, (UInt32)1);

(void) Disable((EnableCap)DEPTH_TEST); (void) EndList((void));

// Second Invocation of List Setting.

(void) CallList((List)1);

(void) Enable((EnableCap)DEPTH_TEST);

(void) BindBufferARB((BufferTargetARB)ARRAY_BUFFER, (UInt32)0);

(void) EnableClientState((EnableCap)VERTEX_ARRAY); (void)

CallList((List)2);

(void) BindBufferARB((BufferTargetARB)ELEMENT_ARRAY_BUFFER, (Uin...

// Second Invocation of List Restoration.

(void) CallList((List)3);

(void) BindBufferARB((BufferTargetARB)ELEMENT_ARRAY_BUFFER, (Uin...

(void) DisableClientState((EnableCap)VERTEX_ARRAY); (void)

CallList((List)4);

(void) BindBufferARB((BufferTargetARB)ARRAY_BUFFER, (UInt32)1);

(void) Disable((EnableCap)DEPTH_TEST);
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24. Another Object Lesson, http://www.opengl.org/pipeline/article/vol004_4/
25. GL EXT timer query OpenGL Extension Specification,

http://www.opengl.org/registry/specs/EXT/timer_query.txt
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http://www.opengl.org/registry/specs/ARB/fragment_program.txt
http://www.opengl.org/registry/specs/ARB/vertex_buffer_object.txt
http://www.opengl.org/registry/specs/ARB/occlusion_query.txt
http://www.opengl.org/registry/specs/ARB/shader_objects.txt
http://www.opengl.org/registry/specs/EXT/framebuffer_object.txt
http://glintercept.nutty.org/
http://www.gremedy.com/products.php
http://www.khronos.org/registry/gles/specs/2.0/es_full_spec_2.0.22.pdf
http://www.khronos.org/registry/gles/specs/2.0/es_full_spec_2.0.22.pdf
http://www.openscenegraph.org/projects/osg/wiki/About/Introduction
http://www.sgi.com/products/software/performer/overview.html
http://oss.sgi.com/projects/inventor/
http://developer.nvidia.com/object/nvsg_details.html
http://www.opengl.org/registry/doc/glspec21.20061201.pdf
http://ubiety.uwaterloo.ca/~tveldhui/papers/Template-Metaprograms/meta-art.html
http://ubiety.uwaterloo.ca/~tveldhui/papers/Template-Metaprograms/meta-art.html
http://www.opengl.org/registry/
http://spirit.sourceforge.net/distrib/spirit_1_8_5/libs/spirit/index.html
http://spirit.sourceforge.net/distrib/spirit_1_8_5/libs/spirit/index.html
http://www.opengl.org/pipeline/article/vol001_4/
http://www.opengl.org/pipeline/article/vol002_3/
http://www.opengl.org/pipeline/article/vol003_4/
http://www.opengl.org/pipeline/article/vol004_4/
http://www.opengl.org/registry/specs/EXT/timer_query.txt
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